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Local woman reports assault in arboretum
Suspect believed to be the perpetrator apprehended in Florida
by Jennifer LeVan
Associate News Editor

A 22 year-old woman has reported having been sexually assaulted as she walked through the
arboretum with two young children. The assault allegedly occurred at 10:30 a.m. on Friday.
The suspect, a white male in his
mid-20's, allegedly forced the
woman to perform sexual acts and
threatened La harm the children if
she refused.
According to police reports, the
assailant attempted to strangle the
woman after she complied with his
demands, and then ran off into the
woods. Captain William Gavitt of
the New London Police Department said in The Day, "he's shown
a propensity for violence. He has
the potential to be dangerous."
The woman, bruised from the
assault, drove to Lawrence and
Memorial hospital in New London.
The two children were uninjured,
according to the New London Police Deparunent, which was noti-
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fied of the assault upon the
woman's arrival at the hospital.
State Police Troop E used two
German shepherds to search the ar _
boretum for clues and scents on
Friday, and a trail was found leadingoutofthewoods.Sixpolicecars
were on location atthe arboretum to
keep hikers from disturbing the
area.
Trooper Terry Sumner urged the
diversion of people from the area in
an attempt to preserve the area and
make it easier for the dogs to track
the suspect. Officers were on the .~
scene until nightfall attempting to ~
uncover more information.
]
An NLPD press release de- ~
scribed the suspect as a white male .~
in his mid-20's, 5 foot, 8 inches tall ~
and approximately 140 pounds. He ]
has dark brown hair pulled back in •
a ponytail and is clean shaven with :
an olive complexion and dark sun- ~
glasses.
He was last seen wearing a
r
ight db.1uejaCGket.and blue jeans,
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dormitory doors and in school
buildings as well as the entrance 10
the arboretum, according to Christopher Cory, director of College
Relations.
In an interview with The Day,
Cory stated, "This is obviously a
very serious situation and we take it
very seriously." Cory also said instructions have been issued for
"stepped-up security within campus dormitories."
Cory said Campus Safety conducts "random daily patrols of the
arboretum." Stewart Angell, directorofCampusSafety, told The Day
that the arboretum closes at sundown every night. Angell also said
that Cannpus Safety will not put
more people on duty in response 10
the alleged assault, but may reorganize existing patrols.
Cannpus Safety responded to the

the NLPD

contacted

Angell with news that a suspect had
been apprehended in Florida. Atthe
time this article went to press, details about the apprehension were
sketchy. WoodBrooks said at 10
Sunday night that Angell had indicated 10 her that the NLPD felt that
the man apprehended was indeed
the perpetrator,
although she

Withinfivehoursoftheassaull,a
campus-wide security alert notified
students at Connecticut College
about the crime through a noninterruptable broadcast message on
the voice-mail telephone system.
Students were urged to walk with
escorts and lock their dormitory
doors. The alert also included a
description of the suspect and

Alcohol policy questionnaire to
parents threatens collegiality
by Michael Dell'Angelo
News Editor

A healed discussion arose in
Assembly when the issue of an Alcohol Policy Survey came 10 the
floor. The survey would be sent to
parents by the president in the
president's semersterly letter.
Claire Gaudiani, who originally
conceived of the survey, is currently on sabbatical.
William
Niering, acting president of the
college, said the survey was conceived of "primarily in response to
parents."
Such a survey would
"[raise] the level of discussion,"
and is "aimed at education," said
Niering. Niering hopes this survey
will foster productive dialogue
about alcohol and alcohol policy at
the college as there was at the parents weekend panel on alcohol.
SGA's discussion indicated

strong opposmon to the survey.
They cited the question of collegiality, shared authority among colleagues, which Gaudiani stresses.
SGA members acknowledged that
they could not technically stop the
distribution of the survey. They
noted, however, that sending it out
without their approval would be a
violation of collegiality.
W hen
asked if he would proceed with his
plans to send the survey out this
semester if SGA expressed strong
opposition to the survey in this
week's assembly by voting against
it or drafting a letter to him in opposition to the survey, Niering replied, "no, I would use their criticism and meet with them and invite
their assistance to help with the
problem."
Further, the report on the parents
weekend panel quotes Brailey as
saying, "we think [the alcohol

policy] is successful and workable
largely due to student input.
Marisa Farina, president of the
Class of '93, argued that many seniors who are of legal drinking age
are strongly against the idea of
sending such a survey their parents.
While the survey does ask the age
of the student, it is unclear how this
will factor into the final body of
information. David Brailey, health
education coordinator for the college, in his discussion with SGA on
October 15 stressed education and
scientific merit as important reasons for the survey.
The true nature of the survey
canne into question during the SGA
discussion on October 22. Without
it, SGA's understanding was that,
according to Gaudiani, the survey
was not to be used to change policy.
Niering later confirmed this point.
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Iegi fl·macy of alloca rion
for Conn College Review
by Jennifer LeVan
Associate News Editor

Two alumni of Connecticut
College have questioned
the
legitimacy of this year's proposed
budget allocation 10 the Conn
College Review. lormerly In
Politics. No strangers to last year's
budget process, graduates Jackie
Soteropoulos, former SGA vice
president, and John Rocsser, former
Finance Committee member, have
charged that the publication's nanne
change is an attempt to circumvent
first-year club status rules.
According to Finance Committee
regulations,
all
beginning
organizations' budgets are limited
to S200 for the first year. The
argument in support of this policy
has been that new clubs should prove
fiscal responsibility before they are

Index:

granted big budget status and
concurrently larger allocations.
Challenged last year by first-year
club Students Concerned About
Metal, the Assembly overturned
legislation last year that would have
revised the $200 limit rule.
In Politics, a progressive. nonpartisan political magazine, was
revitalized two years ago under the
leadership ofAndrew Schiff. In the
past two years, the publication
essentially doubled its allocations
from the Student Activities fee, but
ran into difficulty last year when the
organization failed to produce its
requisite number of issues.
Schiff, former publisher of In
Politics. studied abroad first
semester, and two out of three issues
did not reach publication under
Lauren Klatzkin, who had taken
See Publication p. 7
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VIEWPOINT/CONNTHOUGHT
Calling the shots at Conn
Parents are swell. The)' provide unconditional love and
support.
Sometimes Ihey even pay tbe bills. While
undoubtedly important in students' lives, they do not control
them. The)' are nol distant puppeteers, They do not callihe
shots. The)' expect students to accept responsibilily for their
own actions, and Ihe college, until now, has fostered this.
The administration plans to distribute a questionnaire to
parents surveying their views about the college's alcohol
policies. The dran survey extends beyond basic knowledge
questions about regulations, however; it asks parents to
speculate about their students' consumption habits and the
campus' social scene. Parents don't know the answers to these .
kinds of questions. Students do. Parents don't party at
Connecticut College. Students do.
These students, furthermore, are almost uniformly over
eighteen. They're attending college, not boarding school.
They are adults. Tbe administration's
actions here are:
particularly disturbing because Connecticut College has;
traditionally recognittd the maturity andrcspqnsibility
students. Parents don't serve on searcbcorn.wJlte~lbud~tl
committees, and the academic/adlD'tli§trative¢a~jl!et.~;

Of;

Superb talent comes to New London
through the Concert & Artist Series
Letter to tbe Voia:

People who live in New York
City take the Statue of Liberty for
granted and Iguess the same reflex
holds for people who live on the
Connecticut College campus. For
example, your october 12 article
on the Eastern Connecticut
Symphony Orchestra's season
said, "In the New London area ...
rarely can [one] find famous artists
of
international
caliber
performing." (''Renowned pianist

Misha Dichter LOperform at the
Garde Arts Center in New
London," The College Voice,
October 12, 1992)
Except, of course, in the Concert
& Artist series in our own Palmer
Auditorium.
ChrisLOpher Hagwood and the
Emerson String Quartet in classical
music, the Martha Graham
Ensemble in dance, Herbie Mann
and Charlie Haden in jazz all meet
the test for international caliber.

I am writing in order to ask you to give the gift oflife.
As we sit safely, or as protected as one can be in the
world save an isolated location, upon our campus
hilltop, each one of us is the possible recipient of the
gift of life. Little do we realize how much others are
giving and how much wecan give, by doing very little.
Imagining anything positive coming from death is
difficult, if not impossible, no matter how expected or
unexpected the death is. Nevertheless, we should think

Publisher

My plea is for you to realize wac if you are ever

The t?pic of abortion is not just
a question of morality or murder
versu,s freedom
of choice.
Abortion has been made into a

Dobby Gibson
Sports Editor

Amy Ross

Andrew Gillian

Photography Editor

CONN1'hougiu Editor

Lisa Leah Dargtnskv,
Class of 1994

abortion in the upcoming election
the ,Eve~ywomyn 's Center, in
conjuncuon with other student
groups, is sponsoring a bipartisan
panel discussion about abortion as

a campaign issue. The panel will
include politicians and experts in
the legal field. The discussion will
not focus on the moral aspect of
abortion. but on the political
implications it has for candidates
and voters.
Anyone who is interested in
attending is invited to come to
Oliva Hall on October 27 at 7 p.m..
Refreshments will be served.
Shannon Flynn
The Everywonyn's center

Fe~de.pr-essed? Aw.ioUS? Could be..

Associate Editors:

N.,...

about others even in death,

In light of the rapidly
political and electoral issue.
approaching election. a great deal
What exactly does abortion
of attention is being paid to the
mean to the '92 election? Whatare
central campaign issues. The
the platforms for both parties?
issue of abortion has been a .- H ow much control will the
passionate topic for both parties.
Presid
The presidential platforms of
est ent have over its legality?
both R
Should abortion even be a political
epublicans and Democrats
issue?
have dealt specifically with the
legality, morality, and fate of
In an attempt to shed light on
abortion.
the political implications
of

Sarah Huntley

Jesnifer leV ••
AprilODdis
ews
Jesse Robert. Features
Toby Elferen PhOlogr h

caught in a fire and need skin as a temporary or
penn anent skin dressing, if you are ever in need of
blood for a transfusion, if you are ever in need of bone
for use in traumatic injuries, malignancies, and
degenerative diseases, or if you are ever in need of
corneal transplantation, then the transplant center shall
be there for you.
By being an organ donor, you are giving the gift of
life in terms of sight, skin, heart and/or myriad other
tissues and organs to your family, friends, and all those
around you.
By informing your family of your decision and
filling out the necessary form at the Department of
Motor Vehicles, you too can create a beginning from
an end. How can we take without being willing to
give?

Political implications of abortion

THE COLLEGE VOICE

.:Luke Brennan
ME Editor

Sincerely,
Christopher T. Cory
Director of College Relations

Please give the gift of life to others
"What we call the beginning
is often the end
To make an end is
to make a new beginning
The end is where we start from."
From "Little Gelding"
by T.S Eliot
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Last year we had Alicia de Larrocha
and Billy Taylor to name just two
more.
Many of our faculty
members are in that category, too.
Ah well, being underappreciated
never made the Statue of Liberty
less beautiful.
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I am writing this to the college
because I have realized that we
have a case of discrimination and
prejudice
in OUf midst.
r am
referring to the problems faced by
the housekeepers.

~.\

.\

r
f

I

I know my housekeeper ...
I
know not only what sbe looks like
and her name, but I also know he;
problems,
her hobbies,
her
thoughts ...
I consider her my
friend. I also know many of the
other housekeepers, not as well as I
know mine, as I have been around
her for three years, but well enough
to talk with them about our lives to
give them hugs when they are

I

I
\',

down, and to rejoice with them
when something goes well.
These women, these feeling,
canng wonderful people are my

friends.
yet, according
to
administrative policies, they are
not

supposed

to talk

with

the

students, they are supposed to
simply scrub the bathrooms

willi

are

the inadequate supplies they
given, smile, and not say anything

to the students!
They are given extra work, with
no extra pay to compensate them
for their increased effort.
These
womendoa wonderful job, with the
rationed cleaning supplies, if these
'supplies' can even be called that.
. . spray bottles of pink stuff, mops
that they can never get replaced ...
the list continues.
The administration
tells them
that they have no money to pay for
an extra housekeeper
for Wright
and Lambdin, the administration
claims that the cleaning supplies
are perfectly
safe, and work
perfectly well. One woman I know
brings her own bleach from home
to clean the bathrooms ... Come on,
administration,
bleach is not that
expensive!
I am telling the administration
that I, for one, appreciate
and
respect the housekeepers, and feel
that they deserve a fair shake.
They 100 are human, they too
are valuable
members
of the
college community ... I know of
cases where,just by being there for
someone,
the housekeeper
has
helped
someone
deal with a
drinking problem, or some other
problem.
I
support
the
housekeepers,
and ask the other
members of the college comm unity
to stand up behind meand fight this
discrimination
against
these
wonderful people, our friends.

Catherine Noujaim
Class or 1993

A messagefrom the actingPr;;id~;t
We at Connecticut College have
great respect for you as mature
students. You have earned OUl" eruse
by implementing and adhering

to

the Honor
System,
and we
appreciate your contributions to the
many committees on which you
serve
with
faculty
and
administration.
Recently, several
issues have arisen in which I further

solicit your consideration
and
cooperation.
The first concerns
your safety on campus.
Dorm Doors Left Open: In the
last year, a new dormitory access

ssystem has been installed in the
dorms for your protection. This
system

smoking
occurs
ind\scrim'mate\)'. Such smok'mg

works ()6dy _hel' all ~

is

are kept locked. Pleasedono,reave

Effects-of Secondhand
Smoke:
It has recently been documented
that secondhand
smoke
kills
50,000 nonsmokers
annually by
causing cancer, heart disease, and
other
ail ments.
Segregated
smoking areas exist in dining halls

and in dormitories.

but living room

Break wind to rock the boat
Alexander the Great would have rgiven upall he had to drive a Saab. As
the wealthiest, most powerful, rand most dynamic leader in the preChristian world, he never hit 80 rmph, with the sunroof open and Zeppelin
at I I. Most of us have, though conquering the world remains elusive
except during computer games.
Computers, cars, and other blesssings of modernity have enriched our
global village to never before irnaigined potentials; just ask Claire. As a
campus, we represent a crucial para of the wealthiest, most powerful, and
most influential society this planet Ihas ever seen. The term "young lions"

and

ha.zardous
should

Furthermore,

rugs in two oftlJe

dorms need to be replace because

of

burn

marks

caused

by

extinguishing cigarettes into the
rug. Such activity has just been
reported in the Faculty Lounge
by janitorial staff. I am sure no
student would do this at home .
This is your home away from
home.
Unnecessary
rug
replacement
uses funds that
could be used for library books
and scholarships.
Maintaining
Beauty:
One

of

Campus
our most

treasured resources is the beauty
of the campus. It is vital that it

~Q{

Out

vvsuors .

10

nor

occur.

the doors propped open under any

circumstances.
Your safety and
that of your classmates is at stake.

pOlcnl.ia}Jy

nonsmokers

on\)'

AdpU~
prospccrivc

en)o)'men\. \)u\ \'.or
vast wee\c. tb.e

'1'n\s

DEuce had Oy~
4DlJ
srudenrs
.and" Ihefr

parents on campus. One membcrof
our maintenance slilff tegitimsucty
complained
about the broken

bottles he had to pick up. What a
waste of time for a vital employee!
What do you think?
The foregoing issues affect us all
and can only add to unnecessary
expenditures at a time when we are
desperately
trying to cut costs.
They can also add to future tuition
increases.
I am confident you will all want
to cooperate as you continue to
have a stimulating
academic
semester.
William Nierlng
Acting President of the College

look first class at all times, not

I

comes to mind.
"We few, happy few" can shajpe and direct the future like no other
preceding generation. Over eighty organizations on campus ranging from
POWR to the underrated Star Trek club, present a veritable cornucopia of
opportunity for all. There are adwocacy groups to advocate almost any
cause, numerous publications
in which to voice views, and plenty of
miscellaneous clubs to tap any worthwhile idiosyncrasy that may flare up
in these post-pubescent years.
As our chests swell with collegiiate idealism and youthful exuberance,
we have all the tools necessary to rock the boat. Any form of action can
have positive effects. It's asmalll pond, even breaking wind will send
ripples.
The student
government
has allocated
the Campus
Outreach
Opportunity League $1,505.75. 'Why don't you tell us how to spend it?

The COOL Executive Board
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FEATURES
Peace corps volunteers
tell of foreign projects

Askia Toure
lectures on

IMrican
diaspora

by Greg Haines
The College Voice

On Thursday, October 22, Matt
Losak and Louis Avenilla gave a
presentation to inform students

br_Pay ..
T1U! Coil ... Volce

about opportunities in the Peace
Corps. Losak said that Connecticut College students are
and should be very involved in

Aslda Toore, author of the
newly released book, From lhe

I'yramUis to' the Projecm!'qems
of GtltOdik and RedlU11lce. ga.ve ••
a speech 0' ~Slavert and Re$I$-'
tarlCe, the Rlmladon <>f lbe Aft!·
.

.

....11
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Toure has been. re!er!ed to as ~
.
"electric;" as II trOtlba4<1!)~~~8...
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Social Awareness week confronts prejudice
Said Baggtu, "It's what is on the
b'J les.ow. llQMT\s
1\.5'!KK\a\eVell.\.\lT~

ins\de of:a person that matters, the
'Ed\\OT

The Society Orglmizcd Against

q.ua\\\"j o~ \he \ndi ....
idua\:'

no\. race,

creed, or sex ual preference.

Another student, Cory Cowles,
rei terated this idea of judging a perthrough October 31. "It's a good
son on his or her character, not
time to confront issues that people
appearance, and believes the camcan't hide from, namely prejudice
pus ends up segregating itself in
trying to be so diverse. "By sinin all its forms," commented SOAR
treasurer, Catherine Gallant. Now
gling
out[diversity/minority]
groups we are recognizing these
in its ninth year, Social Awareness
people as different, and that's deWeek will promote awareness
about the realities of racism, sex- feating the whole purpose of diverism, homophobia,
and so forth,
sity."
through, said Gallant, "powerful
SOAR, which encompasses all
events that will make [people] think
the diversity clubs on campus, enand discuss these topics."
courages all students to gel inSOAR will hold events such as volved, and educate themselves
movies and plays, discussions and and others regarding campus and
lectures,and will end the week with
social diversity. There are. various
a Reggae party on Halloween night.
activities
and clubs, like La
All of these activities were de- Unidad, VMOJA, the Alliance, the
signed 10 promote awareness and Everywomyn's Center, and many
education.
other clubs thai combat social and
"Racism isn't some little prob- campus prejudice in all forms, "It's
lem, it's tearing the world apart,"
said Gallant. Will prejudice lear
this campus apart? SOAR is currently encouraging the admissions
office to solicit more minority applicants. Many believe, as Gallant
does, that this campus does not live
by Kathy O'Connell
The College Voice
up 10 what it claims. According 10
Gallant, for such a "diversity
In order toadd a littlecolorlo the
aware" campus, there still exists a white walls of Harris and raise
great deal of prejudice in the forms money for the local soup kitchen,
of racism, sexism and homophobia.
Dining Services is sponsoring a
Despite the campus' many ef- pumpkin decorating contest this
forts to infonn and educale about Halloween.
diversity, many believe that there is
Dining Services will provide fifstill much to be accomplished beteen pumpkins for students 10decofore thecampuscan be unified, or at
rate or carve. Suzanne Mackay, a
least aware and accepting. Brendan
dining services supervisor for south
Baggin, a fITst-year student, said,
campus, hopes 10 raise at least one
'There is some unintentional, in- hundred dollars.
stinctual tendency to be closeThe can lest began two years ago
minded about [diversity]."
He
and the most money that has been
added, "oot everyone is open about
raised to date is approximately sevbeing open."
enty dollars. The idea for this conThe College Voice October 26, 1992 Page 4
Racism will be sponsoring Social
A wareness Week [rom October 22

"""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""":,,,,,,=

the community around them.
Each year the Corps gets several dozen Connecticut College

J

can Diaspool."

easy to get involved ...

if people

don't have \he time to join or attend
\.he clubs,

lheYe Me a lot. or courses

for class credits that they can get
involved in," said Gallant
SOAR co-chair Allison From
extrapolated
on Gallant's point,
stating, "We are not as diverse as
most people believe, and all of the
[SOAR] events are meant to educate, but the people have 10 educate
themselves, by coming to these
events, or reading magazines and
newspapers."
Catherine Wood Brooks, Dean of
Student Life, commented, "The
real time to celebrate diversity is
when everyone understands that
it's okay to be diverse. People have
to realize that unless you are in a
particular cultural, religious, ethnic, or social group, you can't understand that person. We have 10
educate ourselves and learn - that's
another dimension of anti-prejudice practice."

volunteers. Since this year IS an
election year, Losak said that
the Corps has been "hearing
more demand from both sides of .
the aisle to give something of their
time and effort."
The Corps is especially interested in recruiting people who are
willing to get involved in community projects. Though the Corps
stress math and science degrees,
experience in landscaping, carpentry, plumbing and farming practices are also considered to be very
useful.
Losak described the Corps' objectives: 10 help interested countries with projects, to increase the
understanding of the American
people, and to increase understanding among cultures. The Corps
stresses cross-cultural interaction.
John Green. '89. spoke at the
information session. Green said
when he graduated, he had no immediate career goals, and believed
he needed 10 take a couple of years
to consider his options. The Peace
Corps provided a perfect solution to
his dilemma.
After attending a Corps presentation, he set up an interview with a
Peace Corps representative.
He was accepted, and received a
placement in the Dominican Republic. His advice to others who
may not be accepted immediately
is to let the recruiters know they are
still interested and to try again.
After three months of training,
Green and sixty other Americans
dropped from the program. Green
thenjoined Herwandad,a non-governmental organization that constructs water systems in developing

Dining Services' pumpkin carving
contest raises money for soup kitchen
test stemmed from the Office of
Volunteers
and Community
Service's concern about cafeteria
wasle. Because the school cannot
donate the excess food, Mackay
and other supervisors worked with
OVCS to come up with the idea of
the pumpkin carving contest to
raise money for the soup kitchen.
The pumpkins will be displayed
in Harris beginning October 28.
Students and faculty who want 10
enter the contest should contact
any dining supervisor before OcIOber 26.
.
Once the pumpkins are carved,
jars will be placed in front of each
one; the jar that receives the most
money IS declared the winner.

counmes. In the Dominican Republic. he helped build stone water
tanks, a new innovation which
used local supplies.
Green said he had two great
years, and the Corps film during

Mackay urges students and professors to participate
by bringing
change or dollar bills to Harris in
order 10 vole for their favorile creation.
First prize is a meal card valued at
forty dollars. Mackay nOled that the
fITst place winner could donate the
meal card toOVCS, who would use
it for their mentor program. Second
prize is a goodie basket that will be
delivered during exams. The third
place conlestant will receive two
pizzas and two lilters of soda. The
fourth place winner will have a
choice between chocolate
chip
cookies and a home-baked cake.
Contestants will be allowed to keep
their pumpkins after the contest.

The Corps is especially
interested in recruiting
people who are willing
•

to get involved In
community projects.
the presentation now brought back
many of his experiences in the Dominican Republic.
One memory he recounted was
learning 10 speak the language. Although Green had taken a Spanish
course before going, he said he
basically learned the language
abroad and enjoyed discovering
the ins and outs oflocallife until he
could live a "normal daily life in
what once seemed absolutely insane."

EDUCATION
FOR THE

REALWORID
Graduate degree programs
(MA, Ph.D) in International
Affairs with an emphasis on
contemporary policy-relevant

issues.

Area and
Functional Fields:

o Interamerican

Studies
(U.S.-Latin American
Relations)
o European Studies
n Middle East Studies
o International Relations
o International Business
Management
o International Security
and Conflict

o Comparative
Development
o International &ollOll\ics
Apply by February 1 for
assistantships and other
financial aid.

North.South Center
U_I'

••

'lt_l'

o ••

1 ••

1

Students who are interested
in Interamerican issues are
particularly encouraged to
apply for North-South
Graduale Assistantships.

center

GRADUATESCHOOL OF
INTERNATIONALSTIJDIES
Admissions, Room # 58
Coral Gables, FL 33124-3010
(305) 284-4173
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Candidates vie for state senate position
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Melodie
Peters, democratic candid a te for st ate senate, will run on a platform stressing the
need for jobs.

Bob Tuneski, republican, will call

Peters emphasizes need for jobs
by Susan Feuer
Features Editor

Melodie Peters drives a jeep with a Iicense
plate that reads "Melodi."

The jeep is embla-

Tuneski urges contro\\ed spending

needed for a health care program. "She
added, "the emphasis must be on prevention
and early intervention."
Peters conunued.vwe need a health care
system

where all

children

have

access

to

zoned with purple and green bumper stickers

care, where all pregnant women have access

that support her campaign for Democratic
state senate for the twentieth district of Connecticut.
Peters' campaign staff have come to the

to preventative medicine."

campus this fall in order to help run voter

registration drives. Students who have registered in New London will help decide the
winner for the twentieth district.
When asked her previous political experience, Peters said, "none," then went on to
explain that she had worked on "many campaigns, managing or doing the other work
that gets people elected." She was a member
of the Waterford Town Committee for ten
years and Chairperson of the Waterford
Democratic Town Nominating Committee
for five years. "I've never held public office
before," she said.
She believes she is the best candidate for
the job, because, "I've worked for several
years in the community doing community
service. I believe I've been in touch with the
resididents of Southeastern Connecticut and
their issues for many years."
Peters explained, "I feel it's important to
have a balance of genders in the senate. There
are six women in state senate, out of thirtysix senators."
She pointed to what she felt were the most
important issues for the twentieth district.
"The key areas are jobs, economic development, the health care system, which has gone
amuck, and we need education reform," she
said.
"Government efficiency and the environment are other areas crucial to the campaign,"
she said, adding. "I have an interest in creating new jobs in research and development
and helping small businesses. I am interested
in the training aspect of businesses."
Peters has been a nurse for twenty-five
years, working at Lawrence and Memorial
Hospital from 1976 to 1990. Her experience,
she explained, "gives me the perspective

controlled spendin;7n the race for the state senate seat.

fOT

As for educational refomn, Peters said, "I
have an interest in quality education. The
emphasis should be on public education.
There's nothing wrong with private schools
but what's failing us are the public schools.
Parents, kids and elected officials all should
have a role in public education." She added,
"We need a school system that works together as a region."
In reference to the environment, Peters
explained, "If we all have a vested interest in
investing in the state and the nation, a cleaner
environment needs to happen; creating more
jobs, improving the economy and improving
the environment go hand in hand,"
Peters gave the example of Tech Conn, a
research and development center in A very
Point. Connecticut.
"Tech Conn is working on a hydrogen cell
battery for energy conservation. If we made
a stronger commiunent to using more re·
cycled products, we'd be setting an example
and creating more jobs."
"I believe that Southeastern Connecticut,
New London County specifically, has
benefitted from the state income tax. We've
gotten more money than we've funnelled
out," she said.
Peters spoke about welfare reform, saying,
"I believe that it needs to happen. I believe
that most people on welfare don't want to be
on welfare."
She added, "If I were a single parent with
a couple of children and had to choose between working for six dollars an hour with no
health care benefits or welfare with heath
care benefits I'd take welfare."
Peters went on to say, "We need a system
that comes from all angles. A system that
holds recipients more accountable. If we
create more jobs, we'll pull people off welfare. If we make education accessible, we'll
pull people off welfare."

bySusan'Feuer
Features Editor
Bob Tuneski the RepubJ'can c
state
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f weeks ago. He:told me chat

hIS Wife IS an alumna ot Connecticut College,
class of '58. I told him that my mother graduated from Connecticut College in 1959. He
dug back into his memory to see if he had
dated her when he was a cadet at the Coast
Guard Academy, but it turned out he hadn't.
Personal reminiscences aside, the district

for which Tuneski

is running

incorporales

six

towns: New London, Waterford, Ledyard,
Old Saybrook, Old Lyme and East Lyme. If
he is elected he will serve a two-year term.
Connecticut College students. who have
registered to vote in New London will have a
voice in this contest.
He explained how he became a candidate,
saying, "1 was asked to run many times by
people. I was active with the Coast Guard
Academy for twenty years and I founded a
law firm, from which I am now retired. I was
asked to run in March and I have the time and
inclination to do it."
He added, "I like people and have no problem with meeting and communicating with
people, which is a large pan of the job."
Tuneski's political experience includes
beingamemberofthe East Lyme Republican
Town Committee for twelve years; for three
of those years, 1984-86, he served as the
chairman for the committee. He also served
as the campaign chair for the organization for
four terms.
Tuneski focused on the stale budget. "The
major thing facing the state is the spending
situation, which is out of control," he said,
"The budget increased by six percent last
year. It's funded by borrowing. We have to
control spending first and foremost to bring
the financial house in order." His campaign
literature states his belief simply: "State
spending must be reduced."
One problem facing the stale stems from
federal policy defense contracts. Tuneski ex"ph;ined, ''The question is are we going to
hang on to defense jobs. If so, fine. But we

The state "has to make U\\:ngs
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gOl to make it more hospitable ror slTla/1
firms" he explained. "It costs so much to do

businessin me stale. Companies are leaving
and not coming [back] in."
One of Tuneski's ideas for luring new
businesses to the stale and encouraging
exisiting ones to stay in Connecticut is to
give tax credits to companies who provide
job training for employees and who are researching and developing new ideas for
better and more efficient operation.
"What I'm trying to do is put the fiscal
responsibility back to the state of Connecticut. Perhaps college tuition won't go up so
much if this happens," he said.
Tuneski is a strong believer in eliminating
binding arbitration in the state. Binding arbitration is used toseule disputes arising over
teachers' contracts between the teachers and
the town.
The arbitrators choose either the contract
that the teacherswant or the contract that the
town wants; there is no compromise.
He explained that recently "towns have
lost eighty percent of the arbitrators' decisions."
Said Tuneski, "we need to get rid of binding arbitration to allow local communities to
have control over schools. It's the communitics' money." He calls the present situation of
binding arbitration "a serious problem."
Tuneski believes that the Department of
Motor Vehicles should be privatized. This
should be done "so that the service to the
public is more alert and polite than it is today.
SomebrancheswoulddobeUer. Leta private
administration run it. Privatization would
save tax payers a lot of money. These things
must be looked at by the state government."
Away from the campaign trail, Tuneski is
an avid Coast Guard Academy rowing fan.
The trophy for the Coast Guard/Connecticut
College crew race is called the ''Tuneski
Trophy" aptly named in tribute to him and
his wife.
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King Crossword
ACROSS
1. Morays
5. Wonn larva
8. Palindromic
name
12. Foaming
waves
14. Harvest
15. - Bay. New
Jersey

41. Sister ot
Ares
42. Birds with
mottled
plumage
47.lai48. Shining
49. Honey
buzzard
SO. Letter
51. Indefinite
number

16. Cavern
17. Those in
DOWN
office
1. Recede
18. Lessens
2. Women's
20. Greek
lib. goal
philosopher
3. Irish sea
23. Manner
24. Depend
god
25. Early legis4. Mental health
lator in
5.Suppons
28. Harem room
6. Money of
29. Makers of
account
silk fabrics
7. Fred and
30. Dine
Adele
32. Overdue debts
8. Esoteric
34. Challenge
9. Tidy
35. Israeli
to. Hubofa
seaport
wheel
36. Deserve
II. Mimics
37. Girl's name
13. Game of
40. Goal

The College Voice

chance
19. Entreats
20. Golf
instructor
21. Spartan queen
22. Having wings
23. Auk's cousin
2S. Endurable
26. Char
27. Hindu
garment
29. Denomination
31. Asian
festival
33. Dried fruit
34. Devils
36. Kind of
skirt
37. Vault
38. Voided
escutcheon
39. Ananias
for one '
40. Fortifies
43. Military
abbr.
44. Court
45. Abner's
sidekick
46. Compass
reading
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NEWS
Students oppose
alcohol policy survey
Continued from p. J

Niering stressed that "this is not
being done to change alcohol
policy." He went on to say that the
presidents
office frequently
re-

ceives letters from parent's expressing concern over the college's
alcohol policy. Some letters charge
the college with having policies
that are too lenient, ei ting beer cans
and bottles strewn about the campus as safety hazards, and wild
parties as inappropriate.

Other letters, however, have accused the college of maintaining
too strict a policy on alcohol, claiming that college is a place for students to be treated like adults and
learn about alcohol on their own.
Niering said it is difficult to answer
either type of letter from parents
without really knowing their understanding
of and perceptions
about the alcohol policy and its
ramifications.

Senators expressed concern over
the "right" of the president's office
to ask questions that touch upon
private. habits regarding alcohol
consumption in the home. Nicring
responded that this is a concern that
should be considered,
however,
parents are not required to answer
any questions that they do not believe are appropriate.
A draft of the survey designed by

was not mailed to parents as intended. Former SGA members
Amy Mass,
'92, and Dawn
Murphy, '92, pledged 10 work on a

revised survey over the summer,
but did not.
Last year SGA objected to the
distribution of the survey to parerus, and suggested a survey of
students should be taken first, and
any survey
10 parents should be
built on its findings.
A survey of students was conducted by APRC last year.
According to Donald Filer, assistant to
the president,
the results of that
survey have not yet reached the
president's office.
Jessica Friedman,
member of
APRC, said the committee has not
yet finished compiling the results
and hope to have them out by the
end of this semester.
Brailey is working with the Alcohol Policy and Review committee to develop the survey.
Every semester, the president
drafts a letter 10 parents. It is hoped
the letter will be mailed the first
week of November. Joseph Silvestrj, associate director of college
relations, said, "the mailing schedule is the most flexible partofthis."

Gaudiani and Chris Cory, director
of College

issue.

Relations.

was brought

Robin Swimmer as "ludicrous,"

i
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Assembly members expressed discontent regarding

the creation of an alcohol policy survey to be sent to parents.

Niering hopes the president's
letter will include Brailey' s survey.
According to Niering, it does not
make sense to procrastinate on this

to SGA last year by Brailey. The
survey, which was described by

.~

ill

SOA wiJl hold further discussion

on the alcohol survey during next
week's assembly

meeting.
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KIDDER, PEABODY, & CO.
Incorporated

cordially invites
Hours:

Connecticut College Seniors
to submit resumes to the

New York Recruiting Consortium

10% off

Monday - Thursday
11:00 am - 10:00 pm
Friday & Saturday
11:00 am -1l:00
pm
Sunday
12:00 noon - 10:001'm

for students
and staff

for the two-year

Lunch Special

• •• ••••••••

(tt am-3pm}
Served witlt POrk Fried Rite

INVESTMENT BANKING
FINANCIAL ANALYST PROGRAM

Cbkl<enCbowMeln
• SUS
SzecbuanCbkkenor·
TAKEOUT
Le Mei»
•• $3~/..
Beef., ...•. ':
$3.75 EAT IN OR
ll~etlt8< Scilll"Ch~~!It. $3.s~~ General Tzo'S Cb.'cken. , $4,75 .
Delivery Hours
~bkl<iD with Br"'*!'liTf,p.5$i
. B9ne1essSpare Ribs •. " $4.75
?FfI~S!trlmp';+:\
~3.25'·91lIden Fingers",.
- •• ,,$4,25 •.
($8.00 minimum)

Hoist pork

i

Monday,

Tuesday, Thursday
Friday
tl:3O am - 9:30 pm
Wednesday,
Saturday

7'

1992
Deadline: Monday, November
to Connecticut College s Career
Placement Office

4:30 pm - 9:30 prn
Sunday
12:30 pm - 9:30 pm
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NEWS
Assemby
addresses
lack of
cleanliness
in Wright

by Sulin Ma
The College Voice

Marlow's letter
addresses need for
regular housekeeper
by SuUn Ma
The College Voice

The issue of cleanliness in
Wright dormitory came to the
forefront this week with a Jetter
passed by the Student Government
Association calling for full-time
housekeeping services.
The letter was proposed in response to dorm-wide dissatisfaction with the college's inability to
consistently provide clean bathrooms in Wright dormitory. This
proposal,
sponsored by Chad
Marlow, house senator of Wright,
was passed by a unanimous vote of
26-Q-O.
\:'he letter cited \he lack or a fullt'\tne bQu~e'kee\')e'{in WT\gnt and a
(\ec\\:n.e l:n \he c\ean\\nes'S Qt \ts
bathrooms as problems thaI must
be dealt lVJlh. The letter noted (hal

Todd Whitten, housefeJIow of

Wright, had done everything in his
power to rectify the situation.
When all efforts made by dormitory leaders met with unsatisfactory results, some residents took it
upon themselves to wnte and post
signs around campus. One such
poster proclaimed,

"We

demand a

decent living room and a full-time
housekeeper. We're

mad and

we're Wright."
As a last resort, residents called
James Andersen, custodial supervisor, directly to complain about
the unhealthy situation in the
bathrooms and to ask for the situation to be rectified. Normally,
resident complaints are reported to
housefellows who are responsible
for relaying them to the proper
authorites in physical plant,
Andersen confirmed that many
students called and said the calls
were "all within bounds, to voice
concern." Andersen said that on
one Sunday night students left approximately seven messages on his
voice mail around m idnight rcgarding the situation in Wright, He
added that more calls were received but said he was not sure or
the exact number.
With these measures prompting

no concrete results, Marlow took
the problem to the Assembly. According to Marlow, several residents of Wright had come to him
asking that he take measures
through SGA to get the bathrooms
cleaned.
In his subsequent letter to Physical Plant administrators, Marlow
SUited that there is an understandin that "each dorm is to have a

The College Voice
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regular jani tor and housekeeper."
According to Hoffman, there is
no policy that designates one fulltime housekeeper to each dormitory. The current system, which
evolved over time, said Hoffman is
"a matter of recognition that each
individual's capability is differcnl."
Furthermore, argued Marlow,
p\ex dormitories are some of the
only available spaces to host allcampus events.

According to

Mar\ow. with the neavy trat:fk
caused by such events, pJex bathrooms are [he tesc dorms tnet: should

be wiinouuuuu-umcnousckccper.

Edward Hoffman, director of
physical plant, said that Wright's
loss of a full-time housekeeper was
the result of the declining attendance of one housekeeper. who was
ill, over the last three weeks. She
resigned on October 16, and efforts
are now underway to find a fulltime replacement.
In the meantime, Wright has
been assigned two housekeepers.
One works 20 hours, and the other
16hours, per week. Hoffman noted
that these housekeepers are only
temporarily assigned from existing
staff to "absorb the extra work."
When asked whether the school
was considering hiring an outside
company to clean the dormitories,
Hoffman replied such services do
not offer the same level of "dignity"
as the present system where regular
housekeepers give a more personal
touch. Hoffman said the housekeepers provide a "level of comfort
students ought to appreciate and
probabty do."
Residents expressed relief at not
having to tread through garbage on
their way to the bathrooms.
Stephanie Simons, a resident of
Wright, said, "It got to the point
where no one wanted to deal with
[the accumulation of garbage when
there was no housekeeper]." According to Simons, at one time the
garbage cans had become so full
the garbage was overflowing onto
the floors, Kenneth Blakeman,also
a resident of Wright, said glass
from broken bottles was on the
floor. Hair and other filth was reported to have built up in the
uncleaned showers.
]992
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As of this Saturday, cleanliness
in Wright has seen marked improvement.
The temporary
housekeepers do not have any
easy task, however. With weeks
of backlogged cleaning, "there is
a lot of catching up [the housekeepers]
have to do," said
Whitten.
There are concerns that the
complaint process had to extend
as far as itdid before the problem
was addressed. Said Whitten,
temporary sctution] is a direct response to students' com-

'Tfhe

plaining and my own, ..and added,

"I am still troubled by the fact that

the students had to complain to get
this done."
Although Hoffman acknowledged that students' complaints
"enhanced" the process, he
maintains the housekeepers
would have been assigned regardless.
Hoffman said he has not yet
received the SGA letter.

During last week's Assembly
meeting, a letter sponsored by Chad
Marlow, senator of Wright, calling
for measures to curb the cost of
textbook purchases was passed by a
margin of 24- I - I.
The tetter was Marlow's response
to the defeat of his previous proposal which sought to minimize
and restructure textbook costs with
a tuition raise of $1.95 per student,
per semester. To avoid the difficulties which weakened the last proposal, the new letter sought to bring
students, faculty and administration
together to come up wi th a viable
solution.
In presenting the need for textbook cost reduction, the letter cited
a survey conducted by the College
Board which determined that the
average year!y cost for the purchase
of texts is $469 for each student, an
increase of 89 percent from ten
years ago. The letter also noted that
the increase has effectively barred
some students from taking the
college's more expensive classes,
resulting in a lack of equity and
economic diversity m the classrooms.

While

the

problem of high text-

book costs affects all of the student
body, two sectors, financial aid recipients and those with limited resources, are hurt the most. Financial
aid recipients are given an award of
$250 per semester for the purchase
of textbooks and supplies. Since
some classes have textbook costs
exceeding $100, financial aid recipients are left with no choice but to

I
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NEWS
New Stafford Loan
eases money strain
~nsub.sidizedloans are intended to allow
financial aid for a crunched middle class
$5,500 for juniors and seniors.
According to Elaine Solinga, di-

by Emily Strause
The College Voice
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Some SGA members expressed djssastlsfactkm with AAPC's proposal at Th ur :sd;;:;;;:'
ay s=;:~=;:~~"""'~~!""'"'III.
Assembly meeting.

AAPC passes proposal allowing for
departments to offer 400-level classes
allow

by April Ondls
Associate News Editor

On Wednesday, October
AcademicAdrninistrativeand

21, the
Policy

Committee voted on and passed a
plan [or course renumbering.
Th e committee had been charged
to come up with this plan by the
Faculty Stce .
d C f
rmg an
on crencc
Commiuce.and
will subrnuthis plan

as a proposal to be discussed and
reviewed by that body at thcFSCC's
meeting on next Thursday.

many

academic

departments
to better organize
their courses.
It would also
discinli ize the "high level of selflSC1Pine and independent work"
b
Sone y students in Individual
tudyandHonorsStudyCourses,
w hiic h are current 1y listed as 300
level courses.
Stephen Loomis, associate
dean of the faculty and professor
of Z001ogy. commeme d that
Connecticut College is "too

d

departrnents were neutral to the idea
len were strongly in favor of it. TW~
th
0 er departments
were opposed to
the restructuring, stating their belief

In an effort to help middle-class
families with difficulties affording
college
education
who do not
qualify for the subsidized Stafford
Loan Program, the federal governmcnt has authorizcd a new
unsubsidized Stafford Loan.
Both the unsubsidized and the
subsidized loans will be available
for students who choose to travel
abroad.

be low, probably between 6 percent
and 9 percent. Although she credits
the new loans as a positive step,
Solinga would like "to see more
grants for disadvantaged students

not just loans. ..

•

Because of the changes in the
Financial Aid department, the financial aid application procedure
for the 1993-94 application will be
The two loans are very similar significantly different from past
except that for student.' who have
years. The application procedure,
subsidized loans the government already an in-depth process, will
pays the interest for in-school and require even more informaLion
deferment periods, while for the
from students.
new unsubsidizcd loan. thestudent
Claire Matthews, dean of admisis charged interest while attending
sions and planning, foresees both
school and during any deferment
advantages and disadvantages with
periods.
the addition of the new loans. She
The loans also differ in that the
bel ieves the financial aid process
new unsubsidizcd loan is available will become even more compli-

that it is unnecessary to reorganize
the relatively small number ofcourses
they offer.
The
A APC
proposal
was
informally discussed by the SGA
duri
unng last Thursday's meeting. On
the whole, the plan me' whhcritieism.

cated because any new changes or
unforeseen problems will not yet be
settled in the 'Program.
On the other hand, Matthews arsc
be\ieves that the loans wi\\ VTOV\(\e
students
with access
to rnore
not exceed $2,625, and far etheT
money,
especially
in
difficult
ecoundergraduates
lhcJe"\s
~"U)l)O

for any student who wishes to borr?w money. There are no qualificauons for this new loan. The \endi.ng
limits are as foHows: for Erst and
second year students the loan can-

HUlDie dines.

IUTIlI.

SomeSGAmembcrscxpressedLhe

beJieflhat theAAPC

rectorof Financial Aid. the interest
rate for the new loan is expected to

Suuictus must tirst: apply for the
subsidized loan, and if they arc

was rushing the

Matthews

"People

said,

who

want or need financial aid and
choose to come to Connecticut
College will find their way through
the complexity of the application
process. It is our job to give them
the very best information and help
them through it."
Matthews also staled, "Guidance
counselors in the high schools are
the key element in the success of the
new system," and stressed thor-

similar" to to peer institutions

proposaljusllo have the renumbered

aIreadyoffering400-levelclasses

courses

departments
would be required to
renumber their courses to include
4OOIeveIcourses, mtherthan limiting
the course number designations to
the 300 level. Thecontentof
courses
would remain the same, and no new
courses
would be added to the
curriculum.
Molly Embree, an AAPC member,

for the college nouo employ this
new numbering system.
It is thought, although there is
no data which proves this, that in
reviewing a student'S transcript,
a graduate school may be more
favorably impressed by a student
who has taken 400 level courses
than by a student who has taken

catalogue.
Onemember,SaveenaDhall,
chair
of academic affairs, said the AAPC
did not go through all the appropriate
channels, including consulting with
the board of advisory chairs, before
subrniuing such a proposal to the
FSCC. Dhall believes the AAPC is
moving"waytoo
fast" and she would

loan.

students on responsible borrowing

ough discussion of financial aid

said revising the 300 level system
has "been an issue [or some time,"
both for students and for faculty.

only 300 level courses.
The AAPC sought input from
the academic deparunents,
and

like to see the process slowed down
to allow for more thoroughdiscussion
and communication
to ensure that

procedures

Restructuring

found

"we do cover loopholes."

and lending.
The Unsubsidized Stafford Loan
option will go into effect beginning
in January of 1993, and in July of
1993 the new limits go into effect.
These limits are S3S00 for first

Under

this

proposal,

the system

all

would

that

while

fourteen

listed

found to be uncligible, applications
can be made for the unsubsidized

in the new course

It is possible, however, for students in certain circumstances to
borrow money lrorn both kinds of
Stafford Loans.
Students
have
Financial

r-------------------------------,
nrmJ@
;
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I
I
I
I
I
I
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I
I
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the

option

of

choosing their own lenders,and the

;

Aid Office

will advise

and second year students, and

Students with questions should
call the financial aid office for more

information.

The C~m®~

;

I
I
I
Rochester InstituteofTechnonlogy has announced that it will no longer enforce New I
York State drinking laws.
I
Fred Smith, vice president of student affairs, confinned RIT's new position in an I
article that appeared in The Gazette, an RIT student newspaper. Said Smith, "We're
I
not a law enforcement agency and, therefore, we are not going to be seeking out ways I
to enforce the laws." Students who are not of age will not, however, be allowed to I

H®©lI!'(()J

0

0

0

RIT Will No Longer Enforce Drinking Laws

;

purchase alcohol from either of the two campus establishments which sell liquor.
I The article indicated that the policy came about as a result ofRIT's inability to restrict

;

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

students alcohol consumption.
The premise behind the move was to discourage students from going off campus to
drink. Apparently students, in order to avoid RIT's enforcement of drinking laws,
would leave campus. Students might then walk alone or drive back to campus
intoxicated.
Concern has been expressed over the new policy by drug and alcohol counselors at
RIT. The administration does not, however, have any plans in the near future to change

Lthe new policy.

in high schools.

The financial aid office is sending out information in December
about the new loans.
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"[ sort offeeL obligated now but, you just never know who might be
hoLding your ankLes."
-Anonymous

sludent after watching

two students perform "keg

stands" at a party in Freeman living room on Friday night.

"Not a snowball's chance in heLL.George Bush has a beller
chance of being re-eLected."
-Jeff Berman, scnior, to Colleen Shanley, President of SGA,
upon being asked hy Shanley if he wanted to run for the Library
and Bookshop

committcc.
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Answers to King
Crossword on
page 6.

Tha Final Days
... OR. DID
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ARTS&ENTERTMNMENT
Cinematic tricks and treats
A guide to the best horror films for Halloween
the most underrated
and
known chillers available on
One of the few horror films
evokes fear without gore or
special effects (a ball rolling
a flight of stairs is the movie's
est moment). this is one
which should not be missed.

by Luke Brennan
A&E Editor

With Halloween fast approaching, we in the A&E section have
put together a list of what we reel
are some of the best horror films to
watch at this time of the year. In no
particular order, they are:

littlevideo.
which
flashy
down
scarimovie

Werewolf is aqualityeffon.
Director John Landis combines scares
and laughs in his story of a vacationing college student who is bitten by a werewolf and proceeds lO
prey on hapless Londoners.
Despite this premise, the film has a
tongue-in-cheek
attitude lO temper
the gore, and is a perfect subject for
a Halloween viewing.

Alien - An atmospheric
The

Exorcist

- William
cinematic adaption or

telligcru

Angel Hearl
screen

a must-sec at any time of the year.

Halloween - The first or the
oversexed-teens-menaced-by-an-

of the William
isa:'i
creative, enthralling
effort.
The
story, set in 1955, details private,
eye Harry
Angel's
(Mickey!
Rourke's) search fora missing '40s l

world of voodoo and satanic cults. ~
While it gets slow at times, the film ~
picks up speed ncar the end.and has :Ia nasty, chilling twist ending. The
plot is a lot less hokey than it
sounds,
and the film features
memorable performances
by Lisa
hunt down his family. The film
Bonet and Robert DeNiro.
works as both a ghost story and as a
study in insanity and is certainly
The Shining - Stanley Kubrick's
worth the price of a rental.
firstforay into the world of horror is
an extremely effective film, and
Hellraiser -One of the very few
(with David Cronenberg's
The horror films which manages to be
very gory and intelligent at the
Dead Zone) is one of the best adapsame time.l-1ellraiser was the fust
tations of a Stephen King novel.
film to be directed by WJiWr Clive
Jack Nicholson is at his demented
Barker.
Barker.
who lias been
best as me ott-eeeson carctalcerofa
hotel in the Colorado Rockies. who called {he next Stephen King. has
gradually goes insane and tries to crafted a bJoody story of one of the

9

A Nightmare on Elm Street - The
and stupid, but the first in the series
detailing Freddy Krueger's
mur-

derous pursuit of all-American

- This atmo-

e'". ---

teens is certainly a cut above most
films geared towards the youth
market. The movie isalow-budget,
but fairly clever film from director

WesCraven.
An American Werewolf in London - As much a parody of horror
films as a horror
film itself.

ONLY IN
NEWYORK

or send in the coupon,

January 8. 1993
lOam.
Loeb Sl1Ident Center

566la Guardia Place

R~uM~n~mJwwuy8

ions. Uncle Frank is trapped in hell
and is determined to get back; unfortunately. he is foil wed by four

stomachs).
These films, while not of the
caliber of those previously men-

not for those with weak

_I

called "cenobiL::es~,_"
-,:w~h~o_.:ti::,o:::n.:ed
...,c:are=-.:sU.:·I.:l-,w-,o:..r_lh_a_loo_k_.

In New

London County

_

: _326

i}iE lljCOVERY~OM

.

: Please send

me a FREE 1993 Summer Sessions Bulletin.
Myareaolinlerestis----0 Undergraduate 0 Graduate

;:.::==--------------,
' ,..=
Open House

Killer (a psuedo-documentary. and
definitely

for two years in a row!

f~~~~NYU
SU
i
i

most dysfunctional families ever to

Pizza

1,000_.
• SIucIy with" oIIstInguIshetI faculty.
• Un I" New Y'" CIty for .. little

\ NewYork,N,Y.l0012

hUl11or}.Pq/~r8e"i'./nvaslqnq/i'Ae

Body Snatchers. Jaws. TIte HIUIger, and Henry. Portrait of a Serial

You will too! Come
try the pizza that's
been voted Best

•a.o- ....._

1-800.228-4NYU,
ext. 231,

Several other goOO.horror f\lms
to choose from include: The Omen
(a somewhat hoke)'. but wot\uwhile f\\m).Wolfen.Fright Night (a
OlTOr film with a sardonic sense cf

Hint: 9

Session I: May 24.July 2
Session II: July 6·August 13
THIS SUMMER, YOU CAN•••

MaketheNYUSummer
part 01your year-round plan.
Call us today toll free at

cause nothing but trouble when
they reach the physical world. This
is the first film in a trilogy, and the
best of the three.

appear on the big screen, the Cot-

demons,

ONLY_NYU
.. $100 per .. ".~_~~:

I

crooner, which leads him into the ~

numerous sequels became tiresome

spherie-tale of a man-{George
Scott) haunted by the ghost of a
young boy murdered in the house
in which he isnow staying is one of

- Alan Parker's

version

HjonsbergnovelFallingAngel

terrestrial while answering a "distress call" (which turns out lo be a
warning for ships to stay away).
While il may not tie in with the
traditional ghosts and goblins of
Halloween, it is certainly frightening enough to warrant a mention
here.

you are a horror film fan, this one is

The Changeling

and instory, Alien

offers genuine shocks
in its
storyline of a commercial mining
spacecraft unwittingly picking up
an extremely tough and nasty extra-

Friedkin's
the William Peter Blatty novel
about a young girl's possession by
a demon remains one of the most
shocking films ever made (When
the film was in its initial theatrical
run, it was common for people to
faint while watching the movie). If

indestructible-maniac
genre, John
Carpenter's
directorial
debut is
without question the best, most
skillful treatment of this theme.
.From the freaky synthesizer music
to the even freakier Donald Pleasance, Halloween is a staple at any
Halloween gathering.

sci-fi/horror

•••
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ARTS&ENTERTMNMENT
In The Spotlight:

Dracula wings
into Hartford
by James Saintangelo
Assodate A&E Editor

October
28 - The Flying
Karamazov Brothers - This performance' 10 be held at the Place
Theater, incorporales all forms of
comedy, from slapstick to political
humor to the most complicated
word-plays and the sharpest of puns.
Tickets for the performance are$25,
$20, and $15. For more information call (203) 323-2131 or visitthe
box office in the lobby of the Palace
Theatre, 61 Atlantic Street, Stamford, Connecticut.
October 30 - November
I Hanford Ballet -One of the classic
horror stories of all time is being
brought 10 Hartford on Halloween
weekend with the Connecticut premiere of choreographer
Charles
Bennett's
dance/drama,
Dracula.
Tickets range from $10.50 to $31.50
and are available at The Bushnell
box office, 166 Capitol Ave. Hanford, (203) 246-6807. Performances
are at 7:30 p.m.

November II - Evening Video
Program- "Vidal in Venice pan I."

The celebrated American writer,
Gore Vidal, guides you in his own
inimitable way through the mysterious, glorious and twisted history
of Venice. The show will be held at
6 and 7:30p.m. Admission is free.
November 15 - Lyman Allyn An
Museum - Neva Herrington, native
New Londoner, and author of"Blue
Stone," will give a free poetry
reading at 2 p.m.
November 17 - Lyman Allyn An

~

<3

Museum - Lecture on «Floral Im- ~
agery in the 19th Century Decorative Arts" by Katherine Lynn, Assistant Professor, School of Architecture, University of Miami, and
author of "Wallpaper in America."
2 p.m. and 8 p.m. Admission $10.
November 18 - Evening Video
Program - "Vidal in Venice pan 2."
Art Treasures, palaces, the Iiterary
past, the scandals of yesterday and
the touristy Venice of today all find
their place in this chronicle. Come

at 6 or 7 p.m. Admission is free.
November 19 -Lyman Allyn Bus
November \ - Griffls Art Center
Trill to Boston - Leave 8 a.rn.
_ Art\sts on Residence \ecture. The
Return 6 p.m. See "The Lure of
'S.'Qeaket v.,o\\\ be iatl.ana Ke\aasov-a.
\\\e\ec\lltev-/\\\bene\dat
\ \').m.,a\ \\a\'y" at the Boston Museum of
'Fme Nts, and \.he habe\\a Stewart
\.'he \ ..;'jman ,b.,.\\ynI\..n. Museum A.uGardner Museum. Fee $45. Call
dlrarium. Admission is Free.
November4 - FoodFor Thoughl
443-2545 for reservations.
Program -A free 20 minute Iccture

centered on analyzing one singular
object.

Bring a brown

bag lunch.

The Lyman Allyn will provide beverages and dessert. Noon.
November
4 - Evening Video
Program - The Prince and the Pal-

November 21 - Yale Repertory
Theatre-PaulaPoundstone,
starof
numerous HBO comedy specials.
will perform at 8 and 10:30 p.m.,
Admission
is $22.50,
general;
$12.50, student.

HT~b~e~H~a~n~o~ve~r~b~a~n~d!llw!llI!llIt!llb!llr!llln!llg!llalllullll~helllnllll~tclllallnlld~rllella~tls~ti~'c~c;la=ss:i~c:al~m=",~si:C~to~c~on:n:

Baroque ensemble to perform
on Connecticut College stage
The Hanover
chestras

of 18th and 19th century

rium on November2at8p.m.
wi\\

Mozart. Mendelssohn. and LeBrun.
The band's use of authentic in-

struments and original musical
scores is intended to reproduce music the way the composer

heard it,
when the pieces were first performed.
The Hanover Band features some of the finest period mu-

ning, writer/performer,
will perform
her hilarious and hard-hitting new

show.

They

perform works of Haydn,

10 - Yale Repertory

are S22.50, general;
dent. Call 432-1234

of Britain,

music will play at Palmer Audito-

Theatre - Reno Once Removed.
Reno, the explosive. award-win-

one-woman

Band

one of Europe's premier period or-

ace. This video provides a look at
the Palazzo Vecchio with its frescoes, sculptures, paintings and Lapestries. 6 and 7:30 p.m., Lyman
Allyn, Free.
November

sicians in Europe and this tour will
feature two soloists, Rachel Brown
on flute and Frank de Bruine on

by Shonall Rajani
Associate A&E Editor

8 p.m. Tickets
$12.50, stufor more in-

formation.
November 11 - Garde Arts Center - The legendary Marcel Marceau
will perform his modem pantomime
at 7:30p.m. Tickets range from SI8
to S25 for adults, SI4 for children.
Call (203) 444-7373 for reserva-

oboe.
This program features Symphony
No.75 in D major; Flute Concerto
in G major, K.313 by Mozart featuring Rachel Brown on Flute;
String Symphony No. 10 in B Minor by MendeBsohn; Oboe Concerto in C Major by LeBrun fea-

turing Frank de Bruine on oboe; and
Symphony
No. 29 in A Major,
K.201 by Mozart.

Artistic

director

and founder

Caroline Brown formed the group
in 1980. The band performs regularly in London and throughout
Britain, and has toured to great
critical acclaim in France, Germany,
Norway, Portugal, and the U.S.
The Hanover
Band has been
awarded the Fono Forum Record of
the Year in 1990 for its CD boxed
set of the complete
Beethoven
Symphonies.
The band is also in the process of
recording all the Hadyn Symphonies for Hyperion records.
The
band has signed with RCA/BMG
Classics to record music by Bach,
Cherubin,
Mendelssohn,
Schumann, and Weber over the nex t
few years.
Roy Goodman, principal director
since 1986is "one of Britain's leading specialists
in authentic performing styles," according toa press

tions.
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for informatIOnand an application. contact:
Sarah Llwrence [olleqe in Pans
BOH
BronHuilie. Hew York IOIUB

release. He is also the musical director of the European Community
Baroque Orchestra (whom he trains
and directs on tour for substantial
parts of each year) and directs his
own group, The Brandenberg Con-

sort, which has just become involved
in a new project of baroque music.
Rachel Brown, flute soloist, has
performed with the Academy of .
Ancient Music and Collegium
Musicum 90 in addition to her work
wi th The Hanover

Band.

Brown's musical abilites extend
through styles and flutes of the 18th,
19th and 20th centuries.
She also
teaches baroque flute at the Royal
Northern College of Music and the
Royal Scottish Academy of Music
and Drama.
Frank
de Bruine,
born
in
Vissengen, Holland, is the principal oboist with the Hanover Band
and the Academy of Ancient Music. A graduate of the Royal Conservatory in the Hague (where he

recieved the Nicolai Prize for his
final examination), de Bruine is a
well-known chamber musician and
is the founder
Wind Quintet.

of the Biedermeir

For tickets call the Connecticut
College Box Office aI439-ARTS,
Monday through Friday from II
a.rn. to 6 p.m. and all day on the day
of the performance.
Prices range
from $23 to $13 for regular admission and $18 to $7 for students.

Rsemester or yeaf of
academic study for
juniofs and seniors.
Students study in small
seminars and tutorials
with french faculty. and
in such Parisian
institutions as the
Sorbonne. the fcole du
loulire. and the Institut
d'ftudes Politlques

ARTS&ENTERTMNMENT
The vampire Lestat
returns in Anne
Rice's latest novel
A fifth book in the series is planned

:5
~

]
§

For my twenty-seventh
birthday,
give me a vampire. Have him offer
me the kiss of death and the promise
of immortality,
and I'll die right
there. No questions asked, no hesitation. Many of us may wonder
what it is like to live forever, to be

with his skin burned to a tan that is
the perfect shade for covering the
Iummescence of vampire flesh and
a strong thirst for blood. On his 0
night's hunt, he catches a glimpse •
of th e man w h 0 WI'II change his life i3
:l
... the Body Thief, a man with the s
a bili
I ity to spirtually
leave his own ~0
body and take up residence in the
======
bodies of others. Despite the pleas
English Players bring a Shakespearean

something other than human. But
has a vampire ever wondered what
it would be like to be human again?
Yes. The vampire Lestat.
With October's release of Anne
Riee's fourth novel in the wildly
successful Vampire Chronicles (so
successful that Sting wrote "Moon
Over Bourbon Street" after reading
the first novel), Lestat embarks on

of Talbot and those of his own vampire creation, Louis, Lestat meets
the Body Thief on a cold evening in
NewOrleans and makes the trade of
his life ... his body for James' (the
Body Thiel) for one day. It soon
becomes apparent, however, that
James has planned to make the
switch permanent, and although the
sight of the morning sun thrills

by Carli Schultz
The College Voice

d

"By the pricking of my
thumbs," the Committed
Artists of Britain have come

Palmer Auditorium by some of the
best actors out of England today.

in their searching for the future of
Macbeth, wove and howled around
their small pot, working into a
frenzy which came to a head when
Macbeth appeared.
Macbeth's final confrontation
mediately with a series of harsh with MacDuff was a wonderful
scene, with "Mac.beili du.tc.n'm.g n\s
scenes of war - guns ruing, women
charm and hugging his dagger with
crying and a soldiers' evil leer as he

couldn'( help but be a success. Set
in a contemporary African envi-

a young woman. The soldiers were

~h~is~m~o;;st~da;:;r;;in:.lg~J~·o~u~rn~e~y~y~e~l~in~~~h~e=~LeSLat
more than he ever imagined,

"/t'S... a chance to get
closer to the question of
whether we would be vampires if we could"
- Ann Rice,

his borrowed body is clumsy,
food tastes terrible, and he
very much wants 10 have his
own

back. With his friend

Talbot, Lestat undergoes the
biggest hunt of his immortal
and now mortal again. life ~

author of The Body Thief
Body Thief Succumbing

to a desire
more dangerous than the fame he
sought in Queen of the Damned,
Lestat is led by his desire to see the
sun one more time through human
eyes.
As in The VampireLestat, Lestat
himself recounts the tale, opening
with a description of a nightly hunt
andeaptureofhisprey.
Soon after,
while visiting his mortal friend
David Talbot, Lestat declares his
desire to be a vampire no longer,
and soon acts on it. With the rising
of the next morning's sun, we find
him miles above the clouds, prepared to burn himself into oblivion.
With Lestat's age and power defeating the sun in the contest for his
life, Lestat returns from the desert
Spring Bre~k '93
Panama City Reach, Florida
Sales Representative needed for
TRA VEL ASSOCIATES and
TOUR-I!J!ef!l:"~
Sell the BEST properties on the
beach SUMMIT
CONDOMINIUMS,
MIRACLE
BEACH RESOR'. Earn top
commission and free trips. For
more infonnation call: Jenny at
8QO-558-3002

TYPING" WORD
'PROCESSING
Fast"
Inexpensive!
$1.75 double spaced Page
$1.25 Single '"""oed Page
Includu Spell'Chec k.

24 hour Servic,!·
"1 to 9, 7 days a weell •

Call: 447-2932
·25%

RUlh
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the hunt for himself.
Once again Anne Rice
weaves a tale to make even the most
unbelieving souls question the existence of vampires, and even further, is it really SO bad to be one?
The book does not boast the large
cast of character
and climactic
events found in earlier installments,
but in no way does this detract from
the intense story found within its

by Carll Schultz
The College Voice

The incense was cool, and from
there, things only got better.
Stephen Rayne's Macbeth, which

was performed Friday evening in

ronment, the play had so many
twists on Shakespeare's
original
that it kept the audience captivated
throughout the performance. Any
thoughts of the three weird sisters
stirring a bubbling broth in a large

As a devoted student at Connecticut College, what do you find
yourself doing on Wednesday
nights?
Are you diligently attending to your schoolwork?
Are
you desperately wishing it were
Thursday, with the sweet sounds of

answertothatquestion.lfanyvampires are reading this, see you in
1999.
Meanwhile,
anyone who won-

the TNE filling your ears?
Or
perhaps you make an art form out
of wasting time. like 1 do.
Whatever it is you do, it's time to

ders what would happen if a vampire was turned loose on the world
in mortal form should pick up The.
Body Thief. You won't be disappointed.

break the routine. OnWednesday,
October 28. at 8 p.m., our own
Depanment of Music will present
a faculty recital featuring flute
teacher Patricia Harper.
For a

ane M yers
by DI
The
College
Voice

Travet Freen Seillhe mo.1 retllible
brook .... kage.1 Jlmalca,
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black cauldron were pounded away
in the play's opening drum rhythms.
These sisters worked wilh secdsand
powders and wore shabby robes and
shawls.
The audience was pulled in im-

lowered his rifle and drcwa knire on

dressed in modem military fatigues,
while those in power wore business
suits beneath
their decorative
sashes.
The
play
unfolded
smoothly, and the actors lived up to
their reputations. The three sisters,

all

his

rnighL

peared on his

The Jook

race

as he

dulr aprealized

lhal the man who was LO be the
cause of his death was standing
right behind him was unforgettable. The perfonnance
was outstanding, and all involved deserve a
huge standing ovation.

Harper provides a different
sort of We~nesday night

pages.
Originally, this was to be the last
book in the Vampire Chronicles,
but writing the book excited Rice,
who now plans on writing a fifth,
and is currently working on a sequel
for last year's publication,
The
Witching Hour. Rice stated in an
interview for Fangoria Magazine,
" ... the novel comes to terms with
everything. It's like a protracted
comment on the entire Chronicles,
and a chance to get closer to the
question of whether we would be
vampires if we could." 1 know my

G R E E 115 & C L U B 5

tale with an entirely new twist to Palmer Auditorium.

I

c:.~

cornu ...

Bah~."florid.1 Best
1 me 1M ....
'

BE A SPRING BREAK REP!
Eam FREE TRIPS and the HIGHEST
COMMISSIONS! Cancun, Bahamas,

aytona. & Jamaica from $159. Call Take
A Break Travel today! New England's
largest spring break company!
(800) 32·TRA VEL (Boston)

mere dollar, students can enjoy a
.
....
uruque program, utled Women 10
Music."
"Women in Music" is exactly
what the narne implies - a concert
featuring works by women composers performed by women (fret
not; men are allowed in the audience.) Harper will be playing five

piece is "Garden of Joys
...
and Sorrows (1980),
for which
Harper will be joined by Kristin
Lifanteon viola and Victoria Drake
on harp. This piece was written by
contemporary
Russian composer
Sofia Gubaidulina.
Other highlights of the concert
will be "Kokopeli for Solo Flute

pieces,eachexemplifyingdifferent
time periods, ranging from baroque
to contemporary France. Thereare

(1990)" by Katherine Hoover and
"Sonata No.5 in G Minor (1756)"
by Anna Bon di Venezia, where

two centerfold pieces, the first being "Theme and Variations, Opus
80 (1916),"
by American
Amy
Beach, a piece written for flute and
string quartet.
Harper will be
joined
by special
guests, The
Cassatt String Quartet. Thesecond

Harper will again be joined by
Victoria Drake on harp. Harper is
"very excited" about the concert,
which is the first of its kind featuring all women composers and musicians. After the recital, everyone
auending is invited to a reception in
the foyer at Dana Hall, where the
performers will be available to talk

Spring Break '93 S,II Trips,
Earn Cash & Go Free!!!
Student Travel Services is now
hiring campus represenlatives.
CALL 1-800-648-4849

... FREE TRAVEL AND RESUIIE
EXPERlEHCEII

5_'
1Od .. ,-

.......... 1

0rg0__

SPRING BREM

:-der.1nler-CwnPU1

1~27..-n,.

notion',

Prog""'.

The College Voice

centerfold

and answer questions.
50, set your $1 aside now and
lookfOlWard to an unusuallyexciting Wednesday night on the 28th.
Be at Dana Coneert
Hall (in
Cummings Art Center) at 8 p.m .
sharp and be prepared to experience
an innovative program of music
that is bound to be talked about and
emulated for years to come.
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Schmoozing with Dob and Pops:

Leibrandt attempts self-mutilation
after yet another disgraceful defeat
(~,I
by Dobby Gibson
Sports Editor
and David Papadopoulos
The College Voice

Miscellaneous

l
~~~~~~~
omen's soccer

en oys sweet victory over

alve

less glory at Bates.

Women's Soccer splits
last two moves to 6-5-1

accomplish against Salve Regina,
they were unable to do against
Bates. For the second year in a row,

Scott Rosenbloom
The College Voice

Thewomen'svarsitysocccrteam
Bates did not allow the Camels to
this week hosted Salve Regina and score a goal. Execution in the
played away at Bates. Connecticut
midfield became a struggle again
Co\\ege COffi\)\cte\)' dominated the for the Camels as it was earlier this
game.onens\vc\)' and defensively, year. According to junior Criss)'
a.~\ns\

serve

"Rc'g,'maas the team

s~o~ed a ",nu\ou\ 'l~(). 'T\\c ba\\

s\mp\)'oounccd\hcCarnc\s' way so
n7uch

thOI

i, fumed

bolh

goalies

.Anne Palmgren and Julie Granof

Haywood,

gmnc

"\.Bates1
uno

Here's an interesting littlr tidbit
about your latest World Serious
Champs, the Toronto Blue Jays:
they have had 10 straight winning
seasons - every other team in the
league has had at least three losing
seasons over the last decade ...
Hats off to Braves pitcher Charlie
Leibrandt who has now blown two
straight World Series for the
Braves. Last year in game six
versus the Twins, Leibrandt served

up a medium rare. extra juicy , meat
ball in the bottom of the lOth which
Kirby Puckett promptly deposited
over the center field fence to win
the game. That homer forced a
game seven which the Braves
would lose in eleven innings, 1-0.
Last
weekend.
Leibrandt

and afler

surrendered the series winning lWO
RBI double to Winfield in the 11th.

a, They
they

scored

their

secondgoal. we becamedeflated."

uuo s~tators. Salve Regina was
almost IOcapable of crossing rhe

Conn played better in the second
half but they could not overcome

midhne
due to spectacular
defensive strategy on the part of
Connecticut College. The offense
showed tremendous growth in this
game as many players found
penetrauon to the goal and if it was
n~t for some misfortune, Conn
might have scored four more goals.
Sophomore Bndgette Beaudoin
scored the first goal for the Camels,
and JUnior Kate Greco, with a solid
shot past the other team's keeper
scored the second tn what was
arguably one Conn's prettiest goals
of the season. Throughout the
game, .the team's
aggressive
defensive play com bined with
excellent
smooth
offensive
execuuon to spell victory for the
Camels on Wednesday.
However, the tables turned
against Conn at ram-drenched
BalesastheCamelswereshutout2O. What Conn was able to

Bares' shear determination to win.
Haywood simply said after the
game,"It was really frustrating."
First year player Tara Sorensen
added that Conn will need to "be
psyched for the game against
Williams because [Conn] has a
tendency to come out slow, nOI
100% ready. " Unfortunately
this
youthful squad, which at time; this
year has exhibited such brilliance
on the field, must be saddled with
the reality that the loss at B te
compounded with the loss against
Bowdoin during Fall Break h
severely reduced their chances ~~
making the ECAC tournament this
year. For the Camels to have an
chances of making the tournament,
they mUSIwin their remaining two
games: against Clark away this
Wednesday, and against currentl
undefeated Williams at home thi~

"Double-Diamond"

Apparenlly,

is on
that mark.

Higgins

the brink of eclipsing

Monday Night Pick

Baseball

A quote from Schmoozing guru
Bob Thomas during fall break after
a friend expressed to him the fact
thathchadn't worked out in a week:
"Yeah, well I haven't worked out
since 1986.". . . The NBA
preseason unceremoniously tipped
off the other night, and the only
question 10 be answered is whether
or not there is anyone in the
civilized world who cares? ... The
New York Giants
were an
overwhelming 15 point favorite
against the Seabawks (who average
a whopping 6 points a game). As
bad as the Seabawks may be, this
point spread is ridiculous. The
Giants shouldn't
be IS point
favorites against Cheech and
Chong ... Schmoozing gave a lotof
heat to Matt Shea for being in the

was more
earned it. bar every night for a two-week.
The\t bench was lean)' inlo the stretch. But, the fact is that.Fran

emotional\)I

now being held for observation in
the maternity ward at Our Lady of
the Worthless Miracle in Atlanta
until further notice, or until the
Colorado Rockies call his agent,
whichever comes first.

mousse product he uses in his hair
over the course of a month, you
could extract the equivalent
amount of petroleum
that was
spilled in the Exxon Valdez
disaster. . . Chris Sima recently
scored a hole-in-one on the 13th
hole at Sawgrass on Sega golf. Jboard rep Mark Turner witnessed
and validated the report under oath
of the Sega honor code.

Lcibrandt

team members

Two weeks ago: Washington
Native Americans minus eight and
a half versus the Denver Broncs.
Result: Redskins won and covered
the spread (we lost record of the
actual score). Schmoozing has
found its stride. Record:
4-2
(.667). This week: Buffalo Bills
minus nine versus the Jets at the
Jets' Rent-a-Stadium. This AFC
matchup holds about as much
interest for Dab and Pops as pro
bowling. The Jets, like most of the
rest of the teams in theAFC save for
K.C. and Miami, are horrible. With
the emergence of the Dolphins in
the AFC East, the perennial Super
Bowl loser Bills are no longer even
the class of their meager division.
Don't look for a 101of defense in
this one. The Bills will either blow
the Jets out of the water by 6O-plus
points, or the Jets will lo~ .in the
final seconds when rookie QB
Browning Naegle fumbles a snap
trying to down the ball. The best bet
is to take the Bills and give the

caught

after his latest debaucIe

trying to bash his right arm off with
a locker room door. Leibrandt is

Speaking of Higgins, if you
combined the amount of gel and

points -as

long as you don't watch

the game. We'll see you in the
winner's circle, or in this week's
case, in the library for a change.

Saturday,

------~

Sarah Lawr!nce College

Oxford

SyI

students

in Oxford's

For infonnation contact:
Sarah Lawrence College at Oxford
Box ceo

Bronxville,

The College Voice

New York 10708
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---------------

SIND TODAY FOR OUR CATALOGI

An opportun.ity for qualified undergraduates
to spend
a year of study at Oxfor~. Individual tutorials with Oxford
faculty, Oxford University lectures, and an affiliation with
an O~ford c~~ege immerse
education tradition.

lor more i"'--, pIooooe conlad
IlMIIon of
lila!
, Syraaae, NY 132444 170 - 1-8QO.23.S.W2
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SPORTS
1M Update:

EM Airplanes & NFS
anticipate showdown
As the 1992 Flag Football season

last week with a 5-2 mark. The
Express won by forfeit over the
BUller team and beat With
Themselves (Fred, what is that
name all about"), 2-1. Mulligan's
tied With Themselves at nil and
won by forfeit over now-defunct
Does A Body Good (apparently
not). With Themselves has an
outside shot at the fourth playoff
spot with a 2-2-3 record but its not
likely after a loss 10 Moscow and a
draw with Mulligan's in the past
week.
The First Annual Coed Beach
Volleyball Tourney was won by
Deet (Karen Spilker, Nick Taylor,
Matt Hopkins, and Kelly Grady)
over the Rhinos last weekend. The
two-day event featured 7 teams
competing
in the doubleelimination formal Dcet actually
lost in the first round and made it
back through the loser's bracket to
defeat the winner's
bracket
champs. Dcet won 15-8, 15-2 in
the final.
As Fall sports come 10 a closing
crescendo, it is appropriate to give
kudos to 1M Commissioners Luke
Beatty and Carson Smith (Football)
and Chip Parsons (soccer). The
leagues have fOT the most part run
smoothly
and: have 'afforded

draws to a close, thecream has risen
with EM Airplanes and NFC at the
bottleneck and Plan B and the
95er's jockeying
for position
among the wannabes. Working
with a limited
budget,
the
Intramural program wasn't able to
schedule the two powerhouses in

the regular season due to increases
in airfare costs. Although this has
campus experts frustrated, those in
the know sing its praises. ''This is
great for our fans," says NFC free
safety Ken Widmann, "it will give
us more time to finally get them 10
see a garne." EM Airplanes player/
coach Jay Schinderman, whose
charges have run up a modern 1M
record 313 points this year,
including 56 in consecutive wins
over challengers Plan B and the
95er's, says, "We tried to schedule
an in-season game, but the guys had
studio tickets for Geraldo's show
featuring, "Flag Football players
who ran up the score on dorm teams
in college."
Due to a grievous g1itch in our AP
tickertape machine last week, the
score of the KTK-95er's game was
reported errantly. The real score
was 95er's 22, KTK 21. Thanks to
the Chad Marlow Statistics Bureau,
the
standings
have
been
straightened out. Prior lOsome key
makeup games this weekend the
totem pole looks like this: EM
Airplanes 7 wins, 0 losses, 331
points for, 12 against; NFC 5-0,
149PF,7 PA; Plan B 4-1,86 PF,
21 PA; 95er's 4-2, 57 PF, 100 PA;
F-Men 3-4, 99 PF,64 PA, Farrell's
Heroes 2-3,21 PF,78PA;KTK24,75 PF, 146 PA; Branford 1-3,9
PF, 135 PA, Soul Brown 1-5, 14
PF, 190 PA. The top six teams will
vie for the Super Bowl on Nov. 8.
In recent grid play, EM Airplanes
continued their dominance with
lWO victories.
Their latest
conquest, a 42-0 drubbing of
contenders the 95er's, gave notice
that the league semifinals could be
ugly. Matt Shea threw 6 scoring
aerials, 2to Fran Higgins, 2 to John
Jessop, and one each to Andy Curtis

students great pesuimes between 4
Fall II sport sign ups

and 6 pm.

begin this week. Look for the gold
brochure in your box to signup for
women's floor hockey, volleyball,
and co-ed water polo! Signups for
the Nov. 7-8 3 on 3 Basketball
tourney are also beginning this
week. Deadline for all FALL II

Tennis

gives

best

G'

Dobby ibscn
Sports Edttor

The women's
tennis learn
finished off their season with the
annual trip to the New England
Tennis
Championships
last
Saturday. The team tallied 18 total
points in the tournamenl, m~ing it
the best showing for them to over
four ears. As of Sunda a total
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he women's vOll~Yballteam has had a cecord.bteakin

eason, with a grand total.of twenty wins.
Notebook

omen's Volleyball sets record
ith a win over Coast Guard Academy, the woman's
'otleybal1 earned their 20th victory of the season
nd broke the school record for most wins in a
eason. The team closes out its season with a match
gaip.st Wheaton on Wednesday -q.ndthe NtSCAC
ournament

at Williams tms Wednesi:lay:

McGee wins Thames Invitational
Sophomore Katie McGeeset a new tecord for the
cross country course at Conn Oct 17. McGee's time of
19:44 shattered the previous record by 15 seconds.
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Welcome BackmadiP.

1-800-735-PR EP
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Call
Dates::::
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showing
in
four
years
of
ChaLoo~gP~e?ct~~~yT~e
di
h d ot been
singles record), Amy Malkin (8-3
team stan logs
a n
team can be very optimistic about
'led
singles record), and KateJcnnings
cornpi
•
I
their potential.
The only
"We definitely did better than we (7-3 singles record). Malkin a so
G
.
combined forces with Heidi graduatingseniors are rossman
had in the past," said co-captain
and Jennings. Furthermore, junior
.
"B u than we Szycher to mount a 9-3 doubles
Kate Jennings,
c er
Jen Pruce, who is abroad, and
duri
f
ears on record this fall.
ever had unng my our y
sophomore Daniello Freudenhiem,
'
h
"
Co-captains Beth Grossman and
W
the team. . . ere very appy.
who was injured this year, will both
The team ended the season with Jennings showed their leadership
'h
New be returning to the lineup
an 8-4 duel record last week.
by paving
t c way in
I
ddi on
, aI
Englands this past weekend, both regular basis. So, any a iuona
Standouts throughout the year
talent coach Sheryl Yeary finds
.
Wid d
10 2 fighting to the quarterfinals before
were Christone
I 0 0
coming in with next year's
.
dropping out of the singles draw.
This IS
Widodo and Malkin also a dde d freshmen class will only add icing
no way
first round singles wins, and to the cake.
""
to take
Widodo teamed up with Grossman
"Yes," Jennings agreed. "We're
,
to win a first round doubles match. going to be very strong next year."

V

LSAT 1 New London, Preparation

~

"':~?_

SENIORS: The December 5 LSAT grades will be Jvailablc on a basis limely enough to accompany most
law applications for fall 1993.
..
. -. "h ' 1 .. t" for cventu<ll Jdmission to IJW schex)] in 1994.
JUNIORS: The December 5 LSAl IS <lU.JllqUL; C,l( s~r
. 'whcre in the [OUlllfY for [he June or
Juniors attending this course may repeat It frcc hcre <ll ann. or an)

from your
newest neighbor!
(Next to ~

'lj1Jr

UniveriJal Food Store)

,-.".

Wewant your business and
su,gpetiOILL

Bring in this

couponalonc with your Conn ColI. LD., and you'll receive your
membenldp and In movie rental
FIlBB!
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Women's eight
races to gold

-

--

Rowers place first at Head of the Charles
turning out to watch the races. .
Kelly Grady, the team captain,
described the attitude of the boat
going into the race as, "We just
On October 18, a gray, windy
wanted 10 do the best we could. We
Boston morning. the women's
varsity crew team r?wed to were hoping we could pass the first
boat and just row hard all the way."
Connecticut
College history by
And that is exactly what happened.
taking first place in the women's
The Camels pulled ahead of the first
club eight division at the Head of
boat relatively early in the race, and
the Charles.
then concentrated on "[pushing] the
The team finished the three and a
other
crew teams very far behind."
halfmilecoursein
17:58.9minutes,
Grady
said the team felt very
seven seconds ahead of Mount
good
about
their performance,
but
Holyoke, their closest competition.
had
no
idea
they
had
won.
"We
The Head of the Charles Regatta IS
didn't find out until two hours after
the single largest one-day rowing
we got back to the docks. It was
event in the world, with 4,000
nerve-wracking,"
she explained.
competitors and I50,000 spectators
by y"QftM W.ue(ns
Managing Edilor

The crew team rowed to victory at the Head of the Charles last Sunday.
Peggy Witherell, another member
of the team agreed "That was the
hardest part - wal't:Ing".

Witherell called the race, " a ~,reat
accomplishment
for our team.
Grady
described
her fellow

"Everything just came together.
The power application was really
said . "No matter what
on, "G ra d y..xu

teammates as "o~eofthe best~~ews
I've seen since I ve been, here. She
praised.
all the team s efforts,

place we came in we would have
been happy with the race. Winning
was really ... the icing on the cake."

especially those of

the sopho~,ores
and the stroke, Erica Marvm. The
sophomores
really came through

for us, and the stroke did an
excellent job. [Marvin] was steady
and consistent all the way through."
Members of the history making
boat are: Sarah Perkins,
Erica
Buck, Witherell,
Grady, Emily
Sheehan,
Jessica
Archibald,
Kathryn Gunzelrnan, Marvin, and
coxswain, Maki Ushiba.

Victorious sticksters keep
ECAC chances alive
\ly Malt l\ul'stcin
Th~ Collet,votce

----

'fough\'j fwe hout's \.0 g,e\
10 Lewiston. Moine. 11only seems
'\

\a\:.CS

10 Lake

longer

when it is a cold.

Saturday morning; the typeot:
morning one would rather spend in
rainy

bed than on a bus. However, the
field hockey team resisted the urge
to spend the day lounging
and
departed
at 7 a.m. for Bates
College, knowing a win would be
sweeter even than sleeping late.
The trip home from Lewiston
was sweet indeed, as the team
carried with them the excitement of
a 1-0 victory.
Martha Buchan
scored from Sarah Ball at 8:23 of
the first half to give the Camels the
only tally they would need. Despite
being out-shot 16-13, Conn goalie
Kristin Neebes made the Bobcats
look like kittens with a fantastic

.
'.
their three-game winning streak
performance m the net. The victory d However it was
h
. f her' comelO an en .
,
made.~e \r~~ om\OeB~~~cr..o\~was
than Ule trc ... u'P

not long before they tasted victory

n\ce\.Oftna\\y g,o\.O~ai.neandwin.
1t made the bus nde home very
nice." said Necbcs.

ag,~~nlcs to melr recent surge.
C
ow has a realistic shot at
onn n
n win

Saturday's victory was another
example of the phenomenal
play
the Camels have exhibited recently.
They have won four out of their last
five contests.
including
a 2-1
triumph at Weslyan, a 3-\ victory
at Mount Holyoke,
and a 2-0
whitewashing at home of Bowdoin,
who had entered the game with an
unblemished record of 9-0.
The
only defeat in Conn's recent spun,
which has raised theirrecord to 7-5
was a 1-0 loss at Wellesly
on
Wednesday.
Freshman
Sarah
Commisso scored at the 25: 00 mark
tosimultancously
begin and end the

post-season play. If they ca
their last two games, both at home,
against Elms this Wednesday and
Williams this Saturday,. the Camels
will match their nme vl~tones of a
year ago, when they finished 9-51. It has been a streaky season for
Conn; after soaring to a 3-0 start, •
the Camels dropped four straight 'B
matches to stand at 3--4 at. the ':;
midway point. As the season Winds ~
down, they are playing as well as <,)
they were at the beginning. If their
fine play can continue after .the ~
regular
season ends, the field <::
hockey team will find the bus ride ~

day's scoring.
Despite seventeen
saves from Neebes.the Carnels saw

to the ECAC's as sweet as the one
home from Bates.

<;I.""",.

•

Ii!

~T~h"."w"o::m=.n::;':=s;;fi'.:i.Ii::id=;h;::o:;;C;;:k.;;y;-;t;;;.;;;.m;;-;t;;ur;:;n;;;ed
the Bates Bobcats Into kittens.

Kickers' ties against Baltes and Wheaton ends win streak
By Noah Goldner
The College Voice

The men's soccer learn suffered
IS first setback of the season, albeit
1 minor one, lying Wheaten 0-0
last Friday and Bates I-Ion
Saturday.
The ties moved the
Camels' record to 10-0-2 overall,
and 6-0-1 in conference play.
Only a nuke goal with two
minutes remaining prevented the
Camels from earning their eleventh
victory of the season. The Conn

defense drew a Bates forward
offsides, but he scored on a break
away after
the can
went
unacknowledged by the official.
Conn played a superb first half,
controlling
most facets of the
game, Tim Cheney recorded his
nimh goal of the season
and
Bren~
Gilmartin chalked up his
eighth assist when Cheney booted
in a pass from Gilmartin off a free
kick from twenty-ftve yards out,
late in the hal f.
"We came out and had a great

r

first half," said Cheney. "We had
great leadership in the back from
Matt [Hackl] and Pete [Spear] as
usual and a lot of freshman came in
and stepped it up a notch."
In contrast, theCamels came out
flat in the first half of the Wheaton
game.
In addition,
Conn was
Wheaton's most highly regarded
opponem as the Camels carried the
second place ranking
in New
England, and the fourteenth place
ranking in the nation into the game,
which
provided
additional

incentive
for Wheaton.
Conn
turned the game around during the
second
half and the overtime
period, but was unable to put the
ball in the back of the net.
Cheney felt the combination of
the long road trip, the back to back
games,
and the fact that they
weren't pJayingon Harkness Green
contributed to the ties. "The team is
still proud of its effon and ilS
undefeated record, and hopefully
this will give us incentivc to go Out
hard against Eastern Conneeticut

on Thursday
and Williams
on
Saturday,
This is a wake up call,
whereas if we had lost [the games]
would have been a real shock,"
commented Cheney.
This week Conn closes out their
regular season with the possibility
of finishing undefeated for the flTSt
time in school history. Their final
home game is on Saturday against
Williams, the ninth ranked team in
New England, and the team who
eliminated the Camels from the
ECAC playoffs last year.

Athlete of the Week
/ This week's Athlete of the Week Award goes to KATIE MCGEE. This season MCGEE has been a leader for the women's cross
country team. In the Thames Invitational, at Conn Oct 17,. MCGEE set a new course record with a time of 19:44, which was 15
seconds faster than the old record,
,'-
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